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Application
Guide to mortgage calculation provides step-by-step instructions to model scenarios such as:
Fixed rate, variable rate and refinance. Key terms and concepts are explained with emphasis on
giving advantage to the user. Detailed analysis is provided. User can compare results of each
strategy by examining estimated monthly payments and payment’s break down into annul
amounts paid for interest, principal, tax and private mortgage insurance.
First time buyers will learn details of the mortgage calculation and terminology. Seasoned
buyers may discover an advantage that has been overlooked in their previous mortgage
calculation experience.

Happy Path Scenario
Calculation screen
Home Price and Set Scenario (Rate) are required input and remaining input such as Down Payment, PMI,
Tax and HOA are optional.
Adjust button recalculates of Down Payment percentage (%) or amount ($) when input is entered or
changed.
Information icons provide detailed description of input fields (terminology) and functionality.
Sample Scenario: (please see snapshot)
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Set Scenario(s) screen
Required Input:
Mortgage Term: Total duration of loan in number of years.
Rate: Interest % for the loan.
Number of Years: Period of loan duration for entered rate.

General Functions:
Press Add Scenario button to add rate to the list.
Press Save to keep entered info.
Press Cancel to void all changes.
Swipe left on selected row to delete.

Sample Scenario: (please see snapshot)
30 year mortgage with 5% rate, refinanced after 2 years with 30 year fixed rate of 4.1%.
Enter 30 for Mortgage Term, 5 for Rate and 2 for Number of Years.
Press Add Scenario button to add to the list.
Note: Mortgage Term will automatically recalculate to 28 years.
Replace existing number for Mortgage Term with 30.
Enter 4.1 for Rate and 30 for Number of Years.
Press Add Scenario button to add to the list.
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Payments screen
Formula:
Monthly payment is determined by the following formula: Monthly Payment = ((Monthly Interest Rate *
Principal) / (1 - pow((1 + Monthly Interest Rate), (-1 * 12 * Mortgage Term)))) + HOA + Monthly PMI +
Monthly Property Tax. Change in Interest Rate results in a new monthly payment amount. Green dollar
bill indicator represents change new monthly payment due to refinancing.
Details:
Displayed annual amounts are paid towards interest and principal. Green dollar bills indicator represent
interest payments decreasing year to year. Red dollar bills represent a warning indicating an increase in
interest payment from previous year. User can analyze why this increase is occurring and adjust
mortgage strategy. Last row in annual payments represents total interest amount paid for entire
mortgage duration.
Interest rate change occurs only in the end of the year for simplicity. Existing PMI amount will be
automatically set to $0 when 20% of the estate value has been paid. Tax amount entered remains the
same for the entire mortgage duration. In real live conditions, this amount can vary based on real estate
value and/or tax exemptions.
Sample Scenario: (please see snapshot)
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